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Pray for Your Shepherds to Love All People!
RAISE YOUR SOUL TO JESUS AT SACRED SITES!

The DARKNESS and DECEPTIONS Being Cast Over You!

CARD 94:  THE 4TH SITE
AND THE 4TH VOW:  GIVE
YOUR LIFE FOR OTHERS!

ON AUGUST 15TH CELEBRATE THE ASSUMPTION OF MARY—THE QUEEN OF VICTORIES!

Card 93:  Mary’s Prophecies Foretelling the Deceptions of This Time!

THE 4TH 
APPARITION
JAN 21, 1610     
MARY SAID,
“THERE WILL
BE A TOTAL
CORRUPTION
OF CUSTOMS
(THE 7
SACRAMENTS)
FOR SATAN
WILL REIGN
ALMOST
COMPLETELY
BY MEANS OF
THE MASONIC
SECTS.  THEY
WILL FOCUS
PRINCIPALLY
ON THE
CHILDREN TO
SUSTAIN THIS
GENERAL
CORRUPTION.
...THE DEVIL
WILL TRY TO
PERSECUTE
THE
MINISTERS
OF THE
LORD...
AND WILL
CORRUPT
MANY...
BRINGING
ENORMOUS
SUFFERING
TO GOOD
PASTORS...”
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OUR LADY
OF GOOD
SUCCESS
WARNED

THAT
BEGINNING

AT THE
END OF

THE 19TH
CENTURY, 
SECRET

MASONIC
SECTS
WOULD

CAST THE
SHADOWS
OF DARK-
NESS AND
DECEPTION

OVER
ECUADOR
AND THE
WORLD,
CAUSING
DESPAIR,

SUFFERING
AND DEEP
PAIN AND

THAT THERE
WOULD BE A
CORRUPTION

OF THE 7
SACRAMENTS

THROUGH
HERESIES,

IMPIETY AND
IMPURITY,
BRINGING

JUDGEMENT!
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STATUE OF MARY OF GOOD SUCCESS 

SERPENT OF LIGHT:  BEYOND 2012 CONDENSED AND INTERWOVEN
WITH MARY’S MONTHLY MESSAGES FROM MEDJUGORJE ON THE 2ND & 25TH

THE WAY TO CAST OUT 
THE DECEPTIONS AND 

HERESIES OF THE 
MASONIC SECTS IS TO  
PRAY THE ROSARY

FOR ALL MASONS!
(CARD 6)

MARY OF GOOD SUCCESS OF THE PURIFICATION: MARIANA DE JESUS TORRES WAS A MOTHER
OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION CONVENT IN ECUADOR IN THE 16TH–17TH CENTURY.  SHE RECEIVED
SEVEN APPARITIONS FROM OUR LADY, REVEALING DECEPTIONS THAT WOULD OCCUR BEGINNING AT THE
END OF THE 19TH CENTURY! IN THE 3RD APPARITION MARY DIRECTED HER TO HAVE A STATUE MADE.
SHE EXPLAINED, “SO THAT MEN IN THE FUTURE MIGHT REALIZE HOW POWERFUL I AM IN PLACATING DIVINE
JUSTICE. . . . WHEN TRIBULATIONS OF SPIRIT AND SUFFERINGS OF BODY OPPRESS THEM. . . LET THEM GAZE
AT MY HOLY IMAGE AND I WILL BE THERE READY TO LISTEN TO THEIR CRIES AND SOOTHE THEIR PAIN.”
THE HOLY STATUE WAS CONSECRATED ON THE FEAST OF PURIFICATION (CANDLEMAS) FEBRUARY 2, 1611.

BAPTISM    CONFIRMATION    CONFESSION    COMMUNION 
HOLY ORDERS    HOLY MATRIMONY    EXTREME UNCTION

In 1582 Mother MarIana was raising her soul to Jesus over a situation with a sister when
the church became immersed in darkness.  Suddenly, the altar became illuminated as day and
Christ appeared, suffering on Golgotha. e Virgin, St. John and Mary Magdalene were at His
feet.  Mariana, prostrating, thinking she was at fault, said, “Lord, I am guilty!  Punish me and
pardon our people !”  Her guardian angel made her arise, “You are not to blame, God desires
to reveal to you a great secret.” e Virgin was crying and Mariana asked, “My Lady, am I to
blame for thy sadness?”  Mary said, “No, it is not you, but the criminal world.”  e voice of
the Eternal Father shouted:  “is punishment will be for the 20th century!”  en three swords
appeared over Jesus’ head with the words:  “I shall punish heresy!” “I shall punish impiety!”
“I shall punish impurity!” Mary asked, “Will you sacrifice yourself for the sins of the people
of this time?”  Mariana, taking the painful spiritual path of love, responded, “I am willing!”  

In the third apparition on February 2, 1599, Our Lady foretold that Ecuador would be a
free Republic and would need heroic souls to sustain it in the face of many public and private
calamities.  But in the Convent God would always find souls like a hidden garden of violets.  
“Accursed would be Quito without this Convent !  e most powerful king on earth could not
erect new buildings on this site for this place belongs to God!”  Our Lady foretold that in the
19th century a Christian president would consecrate the Republic to the Sacred Heart of Jesus,
but would be assassinated in the square, adjoining the Convent.  In 1861 President Garcia
Moreno consecrated Ecuador to the Sacred Heart and was assassinated as foretold.  Our Lady
said, “e accursed Masonry sect will control the government” and persecute the Church.

In the fourth apparition on January 21, 1610, Our Lady revealed that Satan would almost
completely corrupt the customs of the sacraments through heresies, impiety and impurity
through the Masonic sects, focusing principally on children in public and religious schools.
Furthermore, “Innocence will almost no longer be found in children, nor modesty in women.”  

In the fifth apparition in 1623 Mariana saw that the country was favored because of solemn  
public devotions to the sacrament of Communion (card 18), but that the Devil would

avail himself to unworthy members of the Catholic Church, who, losing the faith, would work
to prevent public devotion, becoming members of the Satanic party, the Masonic Lodges. 

In the sixth apparition on February 2, 1634, Mariana was praying and the sanctuary light
became extinguished.  Mary appeared, explaining:  1) Beginning at the end of the 19th century
heresies will be propagated, extinguishing the light of faith in many.  2) ose seeking religious
vocations will be reduced.  3) Impiety and impurity will saturate pubic places.  4) Masonry
will infiltrate all social classes, subtly corrupting children, using “domestic ambiences” (TV).
5) Wealthy Christians do nothing as the Church is persecuted and Jesus’ Name is snuffed out.

In the seventh apparition on November 2, 1634, Jesus appeared, revealing His Sacred Heart
covered with thorns, He said, “ese are the grave and slight faults of My priests, secular and 
religious, whom I take from the world and bring to the cloisters.  I lavish on them a deluge of
spiritual graces, giving them prolonged sicknesses so that they might grow spiritually and become
like Me, but they complain, become indifferent, and leave Me alone in my tabernacles.”  �

THE 2ND APPARITION:  MARY APPEARED TO MOTHER MARIANA ON
CANDLEMAS, FEBRUARY 2, 1594, HOLDING THE CHILD JESUS
AND A CROSIER (STAFF OF AN ABBOT).  SHE SAID, “I AM MARY
OF GOOD SUCCESS, THE QUEEN OF HEAVEN AND EARTH.”  SHE
EXPLAINED THAT SHE WAS CARRYING THE CROSIER BECAUSE “I
DESIRE TO GOVERN THIS CONVENT AS ABBESS AND MOTHER. . .
I AM THE QUEEN OF VICTORIES AND MOTHER OF GOOD SUCCESS,
IT IS UNDER THIS INVOCATION I DESIRE TO BE KNOWN.. .” 

THE TIME OF DARKNESS AND DECEPTION IS BEING CAST OVER YOU MORE AND MORE! 

“This is a time of grace. PRAY MORE, speak less and permit God to lead you on THE
WAY of conversion.  I am with you and love you with my motherly love" (Med. 8/25/18). 
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PRAY MORE AND RAISE YOUR SOUL TO JESUS AT SACRED SITES!
To Bring About Peace Pray for Your Shepherds to LOVE JESUS MORE!

“DEAR CHILDREN: My words are simple but are filled with motherly 
love and care.  My children, all the more the shadows of DARKNESS and 
DECEPTION are being cast over you, and I am calling you to the light and
truth—I am calling you to my Son.  Only He can transform despair and
suffering into peace and clarity; only He can give hope in the deepest

pain.  My Son is the life of the world.  The more that you come to KNOWHim—the more
that you come CLOSE to Him—all the more you will LOVE Him, because my Son is LOVE.
Love changes everything; it makes most beautiful that which, without love, seems 
insignificant to you.  That is why, anew, I am saying to you that you must love a lot if
you desire to grow spiritually. I know, apostles of my love, that it is not always easy,
but the painful paths are paths which lead to spiritual growth, to faith, and to my Son.

“My children, Pray!  Think of my Son!  In all the moments of the day, raise your
soul to Him, and I will gather your prayers as flowers from the most beautiful garden
and give them as a gift to Him.  Be true apostles of my love; spread the love of my Son
to everyone. Be gardens of the most beautiful flowers. With your prayers help your
shepherds that they may be spiritual fathers, filled with love for all people" (Med. 9/2/18).

Thoth said that each crystal must absolutely be perfectly placed at the
sites for them to operate correctly or all would fail.  He had programmed
them to operate perfectly, using sacred words. Crystals channel electro-
magnetic frequencies in computers and also raise up our thoughts, words

and prayers.  The eight crystals correspond to the pyramids by having the same chakra energy,
one of the seven spiritual energy centers of the human body. Each pyramid was built in a
specific location in order to represent and channel (raise up) the energy of the land.  The sites
were placed in spirals of eight.  The exact center of this eight is Uxmal, Mexico, the base chakra
and our first stop.  As we arrived at the huge open site at Uxmal and approached the magnificent
Temple of the Magician, I felt a deep inner vibration. Ken noticed the mortar on the pyramid
was black onyx, one of the eight crystals.  The crystal was to be placed on the north face of a
temple called the “Great Pyramid.”  We found someone to point the way.  We had a compass
and Ken had bought an unusually huge seven-inch pendulum stone that he tied to a three foot
cord.  A pendulum is usually only one to two inches long with a seven inch cord, but Ken
didn’t know it and had never used one.  He was in his heart and working for God!  He walked
back and forth across the grassy area, swinging the pendulum wide, then asked, “Drunvalo,
how do I know when I have reached the spot?”  I laughed, “Just follow your heart and you will
know!”  Suddenly, the crystal spiraled into a single position, pulled toward the ground, breaking
the cord and with great force it buried itself about three inches, exactly in the center facing the
pyramid.  We performed a mini ceremony, buried the onyx crystal and the spot disappeared!

Labna was to be next but Thoth appeared in my inner vision and said he wanted us to go to
Kaba first.  The sky grew dark as we reached Kaba, the chakra center for will power. It had
a chain-link fence and felt prisonlike. Two old grumpy men tried to tell us to go away, but
we absolutely needed to complete this action as each temple had to be in sequence as we
were instructed.  Finally they let us in.  We found the spot using my normal pendulum, buried
the crystal behind an ancient wall and got out !  Labna was just a few minutes away.  The sky
cleared and a beautiful rosy light emitted everywhere.  Labna was the sexual chakra center of
the Yucatan.  We met a couple who were in love with life, they told us we could go anywhere.
The stone for this temple was the carnelian, a reddish stone, the same as the dirt on the temple
grounds.  When we placed the crystal in the ground, it disappeared!  Then we returned to our
hotel to get ready to go to the fourth sacred site at Chichen Itza tomorrow (card 94).  �

SERPENT OF LIGHT:  BEYOND 2012 is a book by Drunvalo Melchizedek, explaining the
Mayan Calendar predication of a geomagnetic pole reversal—a sacred event that will result in
the purification of the world (Ark Box 5). It is condensed in these cards and interwoven with Mary’s
ongoing messages and the Catholic Calendar, revealing that to mitigate its catastrophic effects
sacred sites must absolutely operate perfectly in unison. St. Thoth, who appears to Drunvalo
interiorly, asked him to help fix eight sacred temple sites in the Yucatan, which are a female part of
an electromagnetic grid growing around the Earth, called the Unity Consciousness Grid. His
nephew Ken accompanied him.  The Grid has three parts—male, female and child. It grows through
the spiritual energy rising up from 83,000 sacred sites worldwide.  The Serpent of Light, a sacred
energy coming from the Andes Mountains, is sending out a new frequency to help humanity access
the Grid.  If the Grid and sacred sites are operating perfectly, humanity will grow spiritually—raise
to a higher level of consciousness—Christ consciousness—humans will think about Christ! Series 5
began with Ark Box 5 and card 89.  Chapter 6 continues:  “e Yucatan and the Eight Temples.”  

ASSUMPTION OF THE QUEEN OF HEAVEN AND EARTH: THROUGH ORAL TRADITION ON THE THIRD
DAY AFTER MARY’S DEATH, THE APOSTLES FOUND HER TOMB EMPTY AND COVERED WITH FLOWERS LIKE
THE TOMB OF A GREAT QUEEN.  IN 1950 POPE PIUS XII OFFICIALLY DECLARED THAT THE VIRGIN HAD NO
SIN AND DID NOT NEED TO BE JUSTIFIED BY GRACE; THEREFORE, SHE DID NOT UNDERGO THE CORRUPTION
OF DEATH AND WAS ASSUMED INTO HEAVEN.  IN 1906 MOTHER MARIANA DE JESUS TORRES WAS EXHUMED,
MIRACULOUSLY HER BODY HAD NOT CORRUPTED AND EXUDED THE FRAGRANCE OF LILIES. IT LIES IN A
GLASS VIEWING CASKET IN THE CONVENT OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION IN QUITO, THE CAPITAL OF
ECUADOR, HIGH IN THE ANDES MOUNTAINS. IT IS A SACRED SITE 18 MILES FROM THE EQUATOR AND
PART OF A NETWORK OF SACRED SITES, FORMING THE FEMALE PART OF THE UNITY CONSCIOUSNESS GRID.

PRAY AND RAISE YOUR SOUL TO JESUS FOR EVERYONE!  A MESSAGE FROM MARY OF
GOOD SUCCESS OF THE PURIFICATION: “Woe to the world should it lack monasteries
and convents!  Men do not comprehend their significance, for if they understood, they
would do all in their power to multiply them, because in them can be found the remedy
for all physical and moral evils.  No one on the face of the earth is aware whence comes
the salvation of souls, the conversion of great sinners, the end of great scourge, the
fertility of the land, the end of pestilence and wars, and the harmony between nations.
ALL THIS IS DUE TO THE PRAYERS THAT RISE UP FROM MONASTERIES AND CONVENTS.”

PRAY FOR YOUR SHEPHERDS TO LOVE JESUS MORE!  A MESSAGE FROM JESUS TO MARIANA: “In all
times I need valiant souls to save My Church and the prevaricating (lacking clarity over
truth) world.  Know that Divine justice releases terrible chastisements on entire nations,
not only for the sins of the people, but for those of priests and religious persons.”  Jesus
said the ingratitude and betrayal of religious souls will compel Him “to let My justice
fall on my beloved cloisters and even over cities when those so close to Me, who belong
to Me, reject my Spirit, ABANDONING ME ALONE IN TABERNACLES, rarely remembering
I LIVE THERE especially for love of them, even more than for the rest of the faithful.”

When we arrived in the Yucatan, I explained to Ken
that the complete circle of female sites begins in Tikal, Guatemala, runs south through Central
and South America, passing through Columbia, ecuador, Peru and Chili, turns west through
the Pacific Ocean to the Polynesian island of Moorea.  The sites travel north from Guatemala
through Mexico, cross the U.S. border into New Mexico, turn west to California through the
Pacific Ocean, south to Moorea.  We were to place crystals at sites in Guatemala and Mexico.    


